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NEW QUESTION: 1
HOTSPOT
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 2
An AP has been configured for personal wireless access to the Internet.
Which item should be configured on the wireless client?
A. IBSS
B. BSS
C. 802.1X/EAP
D. RF channel
E. broadcast SSID
F. PSK
Answer: F
Explanation:
Using Pre-shared keys (PSK) is the easiest and best method for allowing Internet access to a
wireless client using an access point.

NEW QUESTION: 3
You recently joined an enterprise-scale company that has thousands of datasets. You know that

there are accurate descriptions for each table in BigQuery, and you are searching for the proper
BigQuery table to use for a model you are building on AI Platform. How should you find the data
that you need?
A. Tag each of your model and version resources on AI Platform with the name of the BigQuery
table that was used for training.
B. Execute a query in BigQuery to retrieve all the existing table names in your project using the
INFORMATION_SCHEMA metadata tables that are native to BigQuery. Use the result o find the
table that you need.
C. Use Data Catalog to search the BigQuery datasets by using keywords in the table description.
D. Maintain a lookup table in BigQuery that maps the table descriptions to the table ID. Query
the lookup table to find the correct table ID for the data that you need.
Answer: A
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